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Comment of the Holcim Awards jury North America

Mix design samples of foamed concrete produced for the purposes of challenging the long standing notions regarding its potential
applications within the ﬁeld of architecture.

The jury recognizes the broad approach toward the seemingly only pragmatic and business-related question of material science
in general and the concrete production in particular. In a clear manner the project extends into a number of parameters beyond
its own discipline to explain the wide impact of the issue – the social, ﬁnancial and environmental dimension. Even though
the concept of magnetic formwork was questioned, the research on the application proves a high degree of transferability
and the potential for an effect on aesthetics in the built environment.

Project description by author

Relevance to target issues by author

At present, widely used around the world for a variety of
applications, foamed concrete’s use in North America is
negligible particularly in architectural applications.
The lessons and experiences descending from the practical
approach taken in my thesis begin to answer some common
questions such as, “what’s the matter with concrete?”, as
well as hint at certain possible solutions. Therefore, I have
made it my focus herein to extrapolate from my exploratory
ﬁndings in an effort to progressively reconstitute the notions
of concrete.

Innovation and transferability – Progress
Working with academic and industry engineers I was able
to achieve a mix design (750kg/m3) composed of 2 parts
cement, 1 slag, 1 ﬂy ash and 1 sand. This mix design takes
the content of cement down from 100% to 40% and surpassing its predecessors compressive strength while maintaining the durability, ﬁre/frost resistance, as well as, thermal
and acoustic insulation. The engineering department at
the University of Toronto has since undertaken this research
with the help of industry partners.

The approach taken has been twofold in that my efforts
explore this material directly through a collaborative process
with engineers to modernize its long standing notions.
Meanwhile, the latter approach pursues its technical implementation into an architectural application by means of
a design through making process which is continuously informed by the lessons of this material. Ultimately two main
forming ideas are explored whereby the main constraints
include producing two-sided panels while not piercing the
fabric which sustains them during their liquid state.

Ethical standards and social equity – People
Mass consumption of concrete possesses the power to encourage social progress on a global scale. This utopian vision
was embodied in the modernist buildings formed in concrete
during the twentieth century. The failure of that has left
many with an image of concrete as cold, hard, formless, and
unloved. Although we can understand the failure of utopia
in hindsight, we need to extend the life of the material forward
by continuously transforming it such as in the case of this
thesis.

“New processes offer elevation of the art of architecture:
more control, higher quality, and improved features. To do
so, we must look deeper into what lies beyond mere appearances to see how we do things, not merely what they
look like. Gravity and hierarchy no longer dictate all processes. We must forge general and project based relations
with those whom architecture has in the past avoided, not
only contractors, but also product engineers and materials
scientists.” – Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake

Environmental quality and resource efﬁciency – Planet
The production of cement = the production of carbon dioxide.
The major difference between foamed and normal concrete
is that the use of aggregates in foamed concrete is mostly
eliminated and replaced by air voids. Since those aggregates are no longer there neither is its weight and all the
processes related to its production, storage and transportation. The reduction of cement content to 40% via the use
of slag and ﬂy ash serves to further beneﬁt this planet.

Examples of foamed concrete panels (approx. 1m x 1m x 0.5m) produced within the exploratory scope of two different formwork concepts.

Foam generator by the author.

Foamed concrete compared.

Mix design evolution.

First forming concept explored.

Panel ﬁve in detail.

Second forming concept explored.

Magnetic formwork in detail.

Panel six in detail.

Contextual and aesthetic impact – Proﬁciency
The magnetic concept relies on expanding the function of
the rebar mesh or cage to more than just mere reinforcement. Here the reinforcement also acts as the framework
for the form itself. This method would introduce precise
points of contact or a point cloud for the desired shape
within the framework for the fabric. Minimal assembly
components remain in the concrete since the connecting
surface for the magnets, removable frame with the clamps
and fabric materials are recovered for later reuse.
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Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
In trading the costs associated with aggregates for the cost
of a foam generator and foam agent, we notice large ﬁnancial
savings. The cement content reduction within any mix design, while maintaining the same outcome standards is
another economic value. The two forming ideas suggested
herein focus on the reuse of fabric as a forming material for
economic, environmental and operational beneﬁts.

